Abstract: this paper introduces a kind of the rectifier circuit, adjustable constant current charging circuit, detecting voltage circuit, display circuit and power circuit of six parts of constant current source charger design scheme. The charger using op-amp composition adjustable constant current charge, constant current source circuit to avoid the constant voltage charging and lack of such as output voltage will vary with load, using a 555 timer consists of oscillator and general TL082 J -FET dual operational amplifier, compared with 3V voltage reference test voltage circuit to realize full automatic disconnection functions.
Introduction
Nowadays, for the battery has been the focus of people care about, right and good charging method can ensure the battery life.So some constant voltage and constant current charge appeared, while constant voltage charging can satisfy normal charging, but the output voltage will change due to load changes.And The vast majority of constant current circuit is regulated by using the three-step chip to stabilize voltage charging.In this paper, the charger can not only at a constant current for two batteries recharged but also output voltage does not change with load. It can automatically displayed when the battery is full of charge, and stopped charging automatically cut off power supply.
Design of this project 1
The overall block diagram simple constant-current battery charger 5 as shown in figure 1 is made up of rectifier circuit, adjustable constant current circuit, detecting voltage circuit, display circuit and charging power supplying circuit five parts to form a complete charging circuit. Fig.1 . simple battery overall block diagram of adjustable constant current charging circuit The function of the transformer rectifier circuit is 220V alternating current (AC) in the grid will be converted to the appropriate current and voltage signals, thus providing signal for subsequent circuit.The function of adjustable constant current circuit is charging constantly current source circuit by using adjustable constant current consisted of op-amp composition.The function of detecting voltage circuit is the device of comparing , compare the voltage across the battery control relay work, so as to realize automatically cut off power supply when a full charge.The function of the circuit of charging display are using 555 thanks oscillator with LED will stop charging status and status display of the charging circuit.The function of the regulated power supply circuit is As shown in figure 2 is transformer rectifier circuit, which consists of transformer, diode bridge type circuit, capacitance.The transformer USES conventional core transformer, and the grid of 220 V AC to 20 V AC, and then through the diode bridge type circuit rectifier and capacitor Cp3 and C3 filtering.As to in order to get a smooth load voltage tau d = RL (3 ~ 5) or more T / 2, T for the cycle of the power supply voltage, the rectifier circuit resistance is not too big and discharge time constant for on relations, V = (1.1 ~ 1.2) V2.
As shown in figure 3 is adjustable constant current source circuit, composed of operational amplifier.R2 in the circuit is greater than the Rf, due to the inverting input is empty, and the amplifier input current is very small, can think all flow to the current through the R1, R2 and there Es/R1 = IL Rf / + R2 (Rf), so as shown in figure each element values changed to let IL of the R2 value is greater than 4mA, the greater the R2, the greater the IL.And IL has nothing to do with the amplifier parameters for the constant current source, and adjust the size of the constant current will adjust with the R2 changed, satisfying the requirement of different types of battery charging.When changes in RL, IL can stable, because it is a current negative feedback circuit in parallel.Through the simulation result shows that the circuit of current adjustable range is 4mA~40.63mA, corresponding to the R2 value range is 12 k to 160 k.(R1, R2, RL, Rf visual value) output is low level, and when the battery reaches 3V, output is high level, so as to control the switch of the relay.
From figure 5 The frequency of the part of display is produced by 555 time-based circuit is 0.4 Hz, duty ratio is 1/5 of the square wave signal, drive LED light.This circuit uses the NE555 integrated block of oscillator. Its circuit includes two processes: one is charging Cp4 by using of DC power through the R7 and R9, the second is the resistance R9 discharge process. Through these two alternating operation of the process,then output electric terminal Q can produce the pulse signal in the NE555 integrated circuit.
When charging, relay doesn't work, 1 and 2 of switch K1 normally closed, 555 chip began to work, when the battery voltage increase gradually, since 555 to termination of the positive pole of the battery, lead to the rise of potential, LED flicker dark gradually.
TL082 when filled with high output voltage, the relay began to work, normally closed off, normally open point closed, 555 control flashing diode extinguishes,1 and 3 of the K1 closed, D4 lighted, indicating the battery.
NE555 supply of the output current is big,promoting a variety of automatic control of load directly.
Conclusion
The main characteristics of the charger circuit output voltage is not changing with load constant current charging, and can achieve the function of automatic power.It is by the rectifier circuit, the adjustable constant current circuit, detection circuit of voltage, charging display circuit four parts.Has the charging current is adjustable, full of power function.The charger is not only to overcome the influence of load on the output voltage and meet the needs of different users, also ensure the service life of the battery.
